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Abstract: It is necessary to track human movements in crowded places and environments such as stations, subways,
metros, and schoolyards, where security is of great importance. As a result, undesired injuries, accidents, and unusual
movements can be determined and various precautionary measures can be taken against them. In this study, real-time or
existing video sequences are used within the system. These video sequences are obtained from objects such as humans or
vehicles, moving actively in various environments. At first, some preprocesses are made respectively, such as converting
gray scale, finding the edges of the objects existing in the images, and thresholding the images. Next, motion vectors
are generated by utilizing a full search algorithm. Afterwards, k-means, nearest neighbor, image subdivision, and a
competitive learning network are used as clustering methods to determine dense active regions on the video sequence
using these motion vectors, and then their performances are compared. It is seen that the competitive learning network
significantly determines the classification of dense active regions, including motion. Moreover, the algorithms are analyzed
in terms of their time performances.
Key words: Motion estimation, competitive learning network, video processing, clustering

1. Introduction
Motion analysis is the evaluation of movement occurring in an environment. This evaluation process includes
the determination of the direction, speed, size, and density of movement. Moving objects on video sequences
obtained by a video camera can either be a human being or other living thing, or could be a moving vehicle.
Motion analysis is used in various fields, such as agriculture, security, medicine, traffic, and sports.
Observing the growth of a plant, tracking the movement of a vehicle within traffic, or observing the movements
of a runner’s hands or legs depend on the processes of movement analysis. Motion analysis can also be used in
observing the movements of crowds.
Many academic studies have been implemented on motion analysis. Some examined only the motion of
1 person. In [1], the motion of 1 person was analyzed in an indoor environment and the human action was
segmented utilizing 2 different techniques based on color intensity and motion. Some studies searched groups
of people and evaluated the motion of people in groups. The authors in [2] tracked groups of people and the
tracking process was realized in both indoor and outdoor environments.
In addition to that, there are studies that deal with the estimation of traffic density by watching the
motion of vehicles in traffic. They find regions where the traffic density is higher. In a study using adjusted
images, the vehicle’s speed and traffic intensity were estimated [3]. Some studies deal with the determination
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of the number of vehicles in real-time traffic flux. Traffic intensity is estimated due to the presence of a vehicle
in the sequence [4,5].
Many academic studies were made on artificial neural networks. In [6], a special node-splitting criterion
was presented based on the competitive learning network, which is a self-creating model, and this model gives
better clustering or quantization results. Furthermore, the competitive learning network was used in various
studies. These studies were about network intrusion detection [7], adaptive feedback controller [8], and feature
maps integrations [9]. In another study, multilayer perceptrons were used to determine different team tactics in
volleyball. The team tactic patterns were used to train multilayer perceptrons [10]. Another study dealt with a
neural network of motion perception and speed discrimination [11].There were also studies that used different
types of cameras, as catadioptric [12] and multicamera systems [13,14]. A technique based on m-mediods was
used in [15] to classify motion and anomaly detection. In this study, object motion trajectories were modeled as
a time series and used in the algorithm. Another study was about the estimation of dominant motion direction
on video sequences, and the k-means algorithm was used to classify motion vectors [16].
2. Motion analysis
The motion analysis process mainly consists of 3 basic stages: preprocesses, the determination of motion vectors
using the full search algorithm, and clustering utilizing the competitive learning network. At first, video images
are subjected to specific preprocessing operations in the motion analysis process. Motion vectors occurring
in the moving regions in video images are determined after these processes. Finally, the motion vectors are
grouped and the motion analysis process is implemented in this study, which is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Motion analysis process.

2.1. Preprocessing operations
Video sequences consist of frames, and consecutive frames are compared for motion estimation. Two frames
are selected for comparison by leaving 5 frames apart from each other, since there must be a definite interval
between the frames for formation of the movement. Various preprocessing operations are applied to the frames
that will be compared after determination. The first preprocessing operation is finding the RGB values of the
frames’ pixels. R denotes the level of red brightness, G denotes the level of green brightness, and B denotes
401
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the level of blue brightness. The frames are converted into gray scale using the RGB values. The process of
converting to gray scale is done by summation after multiplication of RGB values singly with certain coefficients.
The process of converting gray scale is done according to Eq. (1), where g(x, y) represents the pixel value.
g (x, y) = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B

(1)

Moreover, the frames are separated into 4 regions within this process and the average values of the pixels
converted into gray scale in each region are calculated as given in Eq. (2), where M and N represent the sizes
of each region.
Average value =

N
M
1 ∑ ∑
g(x, y)
M N u=0 v=0

(2)

Later, the edges of the objects are found using the Sobel filter. The neighborhoods of the pixels and operators
of the Sobel filter are given in Figure 2. Sobel operators are also used to determine the direction of a pixel or the
local direction of a block in an image [17]. The pixel’s gradient values of the x and y directions are calculated
as given in Eqs. (3) and (4). The pixel value to be assigned is calculated as given in Eq. (5).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. a) Neighborhoods of the pixels, b) horizontal operator, c) vertical operator of the Sobel filter.

Gx = Z1 + 2Z4 + Z7 − Z3 − 2Z6 − Z9

(3)

Gy = Z1 + 2Z2 + Z3 − Z7 − 2Z8 − Z9
√
G = G2x + G2y

(4)
(5)

Frames are converted into black-and-white form by utilizing the average value obtained from 4 separated regions.
The thresholding process is performed according to Eq. (6).
{
g (x, y) =

255, if (g (x, y) ≥ average value)
0,
otherwise

(6)

After these processes, 2 frames are compared with each other in order to find the active region. A new image is
formed; in this form, the regions are white with a white-colored first frame and a black-colored second frame,
and the rest of them are black. Regions of the white pixel in the new image show the active region [18]. The
process for finding the active region is carried out according to Eq. (7). Finally, noises are cleaned on the image
by a filter.
{
255, if (g1 (x, y) = 255 and g2 (x, y) = 0)
g (x, y) =
(7)
0,
otherwise
402
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2.2. Full search algorithm
The full search algorithm is one of the block-matching algorithms. Block-matching algorithms are generally used
in motion estimation and motion analysis. Frames are divided into macroblocks in block-matching algorithms.
Motion vectors are formed via comparing macroblocks situated in the first frame with macroblocks in the search
region located in the second frame. Macroblocks are compared for each probability in the search region in the
full search algorithm, which is the most accurate one among the block-matching algorithms [19,20].
Motion vectors are found using the full search algorithm after the end of the preprocessing operations.
Initially, the frames are separated into W × W pixel macroblocks for the full search algorithm. The macroblocks
of the first frame’s active region are matched on a 3 × 3 macroblock region of the second frame by scanning.
The sum of absolute differences (SAD) is computed at all points in a 3 × 3 macroblock region [21]. The W ×
W pixel regions that have the lowest SAD are matched. The SAD is computed as follows:

SAD =

w
w
∑
∑

|M B1 (x + u, y + v) − M B2 (x′ + u, y ′ + v)| .

(8)

u=0 v=0

Here, M B 1 denotes the macroblock that will be compared in the first frame and M B 2 denotes the
macroblock in the search region in the second frame of the equation. (x, y) represent the coordinates of the
macroblock pixels. In many academic studies, the solutions of the problems or the algorithms are given as
pseudocodes [22,23]. The pseudocode of the full search algorithm that we follow in this study is shown in
Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3. Sequence of the full search algorithm.

2.3. Clustering methods
2.3.1. k-Means algorithm
Video sequences are divided into K regions using the motion vector. This method provides satisfactory results
in the video sequences, in which one person (or more) is moving. In this method, it is necessary to determine
the cluster number (K) initially. Many academic studies have been conducted on the k-means algorithm for
different purposes [24–26].
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Step 1 : Start
Step 2 : Divide frames that will be compared into macroblocks having W×W dimension
Step 3 : Define search region as 3×3 macroblock
Step 4 : For each MB1 (x,y) in the first frame
{
Step 4.1 : For each i ∈ { x - W, x - ( W – 1 ),..., x + W }
{
For each j ∈ { y - W, y - ( W – 1 ),..., y + W}
{
Calculate SAD value between MB2 (i,j) in the second frame and MB1(x,y)
If i = x - W and j = y - W The lowest value = SAD
If SAD < The lowest value { The lowest value = SAD, x '= i, y' = j }
}
}
Step 4.2 : Form motion vector between (x,y) and (x', y') points
}
Step 5 : End

Figure 4. The pseudocode of the full search algorithm [16].

2.3.2. Nearest neighbor algorithm
In this method, the regions including the active regions are divided into 2 clusters. Clustering is based on
the Euclidian distance and the nearest neighbor values of 2 clusters are taken into consideration in calculating
the distance between the clusters. The nearest neighbor algorithm has been used in various academic studies
[27–30].
2.3.3. Image subdivision algorithm
In this method, video sequences are partitioned or divided into 25 regions as 64 × 48 pixels at first. Next,
the numbers of the motion vectors of the macroblocks in each region are determined. The region that includes
the most motion vectors is considered as the dense active region. It is seen that there are many studies on the
image subdivision algorithm [31–34].
2.3.4. Competitive learning network
Artificial neural networks are developed by taking the human nervous system into consideration. Artificial
neural cells, similar to human brain neurons, exist within its structure. Many artificial neurons compose the
artificial neural network by conjoining.
Artificial neural networks are quite popular because of their learning and generalization ability, fast realtime operation, and ease of implementation features. The efficiency of artificial neural networks originates from
the weight connections in a network. It is stated that each artificial neuron or processing element has weighted
inputs, summation function, activation function, and an output. The architecture, learning rule, and activation
function determine the behavior of artificial neural networks [35,36].
Each artificial neural network has a different number of inputs and outputs, which varies according to the
type of the problem. There are supervised and unsupervised artificial neural networks according to the learning
404
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method of the network. Artificial neural networks are widely used in diagnosis of diseases [37–39]; optical design
and computation [40–44]; recognition of biometrical features such as voice, fingerprint, signature, and retina;
and the solving of classification problems [45–60].
The competitive learning network is one of the unsupervised neural networks, since target values are not
given. It is generally used in classification problems [61]. All of the outputs are connected to each other and all
of the inputs as well. Only an output becomes active and its weights change [62]. The model of a 2-input and
3-output competitive learning network is shown in Figure 5.
output layer
inputs
x1

input layer

outputs
y1

wni

y2

x2
i = 1,2 n = 1, 2, 3

y3

Figure 5. Competitive learning network.

In this study, the competitive learning network is used to cluster motion vectors. The number of samples
is equal to the number of the motion vectors occurring in the network. The coordinate values of the motion
vectors are given to the network as input values; therefore, the number of inputs is 2. A maximum of 3 different
moving regions (maximum number of outputs can be 3) can be determined with a 3-output network in this
structure. The clusters are formed as the number of output weights that are updated; that is, if the weights of
2 outputs are updated, then the number of the cluster is 2.
The Euclidean distance between each sample and output is calculated, as given in Eq. (9) below.
v
um
u∑
dn = t (xi − wni )2 , m = 2

(9)

i=1

In this equation, dn is the sum of the Euclidean distance between the i th sample of x and the weight of the
nth output, and m is the number of inputs. The output that has the smallest distance wins and if the k th
output is equal to the smallest distance dk , then the k th output yk gets a value of 1 or 0, as shown in Eq.
(10).
{
1, if (dk =min (d1 ,d2 . . .dn ) ) , 1 ≤ k ≤ n
yk =
(10)
0,
otherwise
Finally, the weights of the outputs are updated according to Eq. (11). Here, wni is the current weight between
the n th output and the i th input, and wni+1 denotes the new weight value between the n th output and the
i th input.
wni+1 =wni +ηyn (xi −wni )
(11)
Here, η denotes the learning rate. The centers of the clusters (xn , yn ) are determined as given in Eq. (12).
(xn , yn ) =(wn1 ,wn2 ), n = 1, 2, 3

(12)
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Motion clustering using the competitive learning network algorithm that is utilized in this study is shown in
Figure 6.
Step 1 : Start
Step 2 : Calculate the total number of motion vectors (t)
Step 3 : Define number of input as 2, number of output as 3
Step 4 : Define number of iteration (i_number)
Step 5 : Do{
Step 5.1 : For each MVt motion vector
{
Calculate Euclidean distances between MVt and
outputs
Output that is nearest MVt is winner (WO)
Update WO’s weights
}
} While (i_number > 0)
Step 6 : Define centers of clusters as updated weights
Step 7 : End

Figure 6. Motion clustering using the competitive learning network algorithm.

3. Experimental results
Software is developed in order to perform motion analysis using the C# visual programming language. The
algorithms mentioned above can be applied to any video sequence selected by the user with this software. The

Figure 7. Software interface.
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motion vectors and centers of the clusters can be seen in the screen by the users and the user can determine
the clustering method, number of iterations, learning rate of the competitive learning network, block size, and
number of groups. Furthermore, the user can observe the execution time of the algorithms utilized.
A screenshot of the software developed is given in Figure 7. In the video scene that is analyzed, the
motion vectors formed and the processing times of the algorithms can be seen on the screen.
Screenshots, and the detection and classification of the direction of the motion in these screenshots
obtained in the experimental studies, are displayed in Figures 8a and 8b, respectively. The competitive learning
network is used as a clustering method. The video sequences utilized are at pixel dimensions of 320 × 240.
The blue and red circles displayed by the program indicate the centers of the clusters, which denote the moving
regions. The red circle displays the center of the most intensive motion. The absolute errors obtained as a
result of 20 different measurements of the clustering methods are given in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Screenshots displaying the center of the motion direction obtained and their clustering: a) motion in video
sequence is clustered as bidirectional; b) motion in video sequence is clustered as 3-directional.

Absolute error (pixel)

K-Means
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Image
subdivision

Nearest
neighbour

Competitive

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Measurements

Figure 9. Absolute errors of the algorithms.

The average durations and mean absolute errors of the algorithms used in the study are given in the Table.
The average durations are calculated by taking the average value of 50 different measures, taken from 5 different
video sequences, into consideration. The sizes of the macroblocks utilized within the study are set to 10 × 10,
16 × 16, and 20 × 20 pixels. The number of moving macroblocks is limited to 10. The iteration count is taken
as 30 and the learning rate is taken as 0.5 for the competitive learning network. Since preprocessing algorithms
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are carried out in terms of pixels, a change in the size of the macroblock does not affect the processing period.
Moreover, as the macroblock size in the full search algorithm increases, the search region and process time
increase, as well. In order to determine the success of the algorithms, the absolute error is obtained according
to 20 different measurements, which are calculated with the help of Eq. (13) below.
error = |x−xapprox | + |y−yapprox |

(13)

In this equation, x and y denote the true values, and xapprox and yapprox denote the approximate values.
It is seen that the competitive learning network has the smallest error value out of the 4 algorithms
discussed above. On the other hand, the processing time of the competitive learning network lasts longer
compared to the other algorithms.
The average durations and absolute errors of the algorithms are obtained from a notebook computer
consisting of the following hardware: Intel(R) Pentium(R) Dual T3400 2.16 GHz microprocessor, 3 GB RAM,
and Windows 7 operating system. In addition, the camera frame rate used within the system is 25.
Table. Average duration and absolute errors of the algorithms.

Process
Time for 2 frames
Obtaining RGB values
Converting gray scale
Preprocessing
Finding edges
operations
Thresholding and
finding active region
Cleaning noises
Full search algorithm
k-Means algorithm
Nearest neighbor algorithm
Image subdivision algorithm
Competitive learning network

Time
10 × 10
pixel block
240 ms
1.75 ms
7.36 ms
55.66 ms

16 × 16
pixel block
240 ms
1.75 ms
7.36 ms
55.66 ms

20 × 20
pixel block
240 ms
1.75 ms
7.36 ms
55.66 ms

Error

19.3 ms

19.3 ms

19.3 ms

-

21.66 ms
16.88 ms
16.07 µs
58.62 µs
33.19 µs
319.23 µs

21.66 ms
101.83 ms
9.86 µs
44.45 µs
31.80 µs
170.18 µs

21.66 ms
238.74 ms
7.61 µs
37.47 µs
29.95 µs
131.13 µs

32.74
57.09
37.47
10.72

-

4. Conclusions
In this study, software that clusters moving regions according to motion vectors on video sequences based on
clustering methods is successfully developed. The k-means, nearest neighbor, image subdivision, and competitive
learning network are used as clustering methods. It is seen that the competitive learning network provides more
accurate results and the number of clusters (K) is obtained automatically according to the motion vectors in
this algorithm. More motion centers can be determined by increasing the competitive learning network’s output
number in environments that have scattered motion. On the other hand, the total duration of the algorithms is
considerably important when the moving objects’ speeds are very high. Therefore, the duration performances
of the algorithms are also compared.
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